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BUILT IN 1907, THE THOMAS COUNTY COURTHOUSE STANDS
TALL IN DOWNTOWN COLBY KANSAS. LOCATED IN NORTHWEST
KANSAS, COLBY WAS FOUNDED IN 1885 AND IS THE COUNTY
SEAT FOR THOMAS COUNTY.
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SHORTY KULHANEK AND HIS CREW SET UP CAMP IN THE COLBY
FAIRGROUNDS ALONG WITH THE OTHER CUSTOM HARVESTING
TEAMS.

Crossroads of Custom Harvesting
and crew with their (7) Gleaner S78 combines, Shorty
Kulhanek and his (3) Gleaner S78 combines as well as
Brent Zongker and his (2) Gleaner S67 combines as
they were finishing up before their move north into
Nebraska.

In the northwest corner of Kansas lies Colby, a very
important crossroads for the custom harvester. Most
harvesters start out in Texas with their first stop
in the Vernon, Texas area. They then travel through
Oklahoma and Kansas taking off the wheat crop as
they go. It is when they reach Colby that they reach
a crossroads. Many custom harvesters will head out
to eastern Colorado and harvest around the Yuma,
Wray or Greeley, Colorado area. Most others will head
to the Sidney or the Grant, Nebraska area to cut.

We had just missed several other harvesters like
Dave Wolf and his Gleaner S8 combines as he had
just left Colby, Kansas to head north to his next stop.
The early harvest this year proved very difficult for
many custom cutters as heavy rains and winds made
it difficult to finish up in many areas, leaving farmers
scurrying to find an alternative when cutters headed
north to catch up with the crop that was maturing
at the same time. Mel Gossen split up his combines
so that he could finish one area and begin in another
area that was ready to harvest further north.

What is interesting, is that for as long as I have been
in the combine business, Colby, Kansas continues
to be a major stopping off point. In the late 70’s
there would be as many as 200 combines at any
one time, parked in trailer parks, campgrounds and
truck stops in the Colby area. It is in one of those
campgrounds, that we caught up with many of our
custom harvesting friends like the Mel Gossen family

THE CREW FROM GOSSEN HARVESTING TAKES A BREAK FROM
HARVESTING FOR LUNCH A FEW MILES OUTSIDE OF COLBY.
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TOM SLOAN AND HIS SON JUSTIN, WHO LIVE OUTSIDE OF COLBY, RUN (3) GLEANER S78 GRAPHITE EDITION COMBINES WITH 36'
SHELBURNE REYNOLDS STRIPPER HEADERS.

While we were in Colby, Kansas, we also took the
opportunity to reach out to some loyal Gleaner owners
in the area. We had a chance to visit Tom Sloan who
once
worked
for
AllisChalmers as a Gleaner
engineer and later for AGCO
as a district manager for
the Colby area before going
back to farming after his dad
retired. Tom Sloan farms
several thousand acres of
corn and wheat- operating
(3) Gleaner S78 combines.
For wheat, he takes the crop
off with (3) 36’ Shelburne
Reynolds stripper headers
instead of the more common
draper headers.
The Shelburne Reynolds
stripper headers are being
used by a number of farms
in the area for various reasons. Since
annual rainfall amounts are light in the
Colby area, and most wheat acreage is
dryland, moisture retention is critical.
Leaving the straw long in the field, holds
the ground cover and retains valuable
moisture. Stripping only the heads from
the wheat allows combines to run faster
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because they are not taking all the straw through the
combine which means less wear on the machine. Tom
actually goes in with his planter and plants his corn
in this heavy wheat straw.
The only disadvantage is
in a wet year with the wet
straw, getting the planter
through it presents its
challenges.
One of the more enjoyable
opportunities was to spend
some time with Tom’s son,
Justin, who had recently
purchased a 1959 Gleaner A
combine with a 14’ header.
The combine was in perfect
condition for being 56 years
old and came equipped
with a 230 cu. in. AllisChalmers gas engine that
purred like a kitten. The
50 bushel grain tank seemed small by
today's standards but he actually went
out and cut some wheat with it. We
wanted to share a few pictures of this
famous combine and a proud and loyal
Gleaner family.
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Gleaner training modules available
Gleaner is pleased to announce new training modules that our available on the Gleaner website at
gleanercombines.com. Once you get to the Gleaner website, simply click on the tab entitled Training at the
top of the main page. You can find an array of training materials that can help you before you head out to the
field for harvest. Some of the training modules available are:

Setup and calibration of EIP (Electronic Instrument Panel)
EIP screen navigation
AG 3000 training: Calibration & way line setup
Gleaner concave leveling: S Series combines
Farm Works: Client/farms and field creation
Ag Leader: Distance collaboration procedure
Harvest configuration
Header height calibration
C2100 Monitor: Task controller quick reference guide
More modules will be added throughout the year. The 2015 Gleaner Quick Reference manual is also available
on our website that provides all the settings for many crops as well as a troubleshooting guide. It is also
available in hard copy upon request. These settings are very accurate and will be a great help to any Gleaner
S7 or S8 Series owner.
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Fall Farm Shows Fast Approaching
Fall Farm shows are fast approaching and leading the
way was the Farm Progress Show on September 1st,
2nd and 3rd in Decatur, Illinois. This show was one of the
best ever, and featured some exciting new products
that AGCO introduced for 2016. These products were
showcased for the first time in Decatur. Gleaner had
an S88 class 8 combine in the field as well. We talked
about something important to every farmer, and
that is our reduced loss in the field, and how Gleaner
achieves its low loss level compared to competitive
makes. Many were taking a look at our incredible
grain samples as well, and compared it to other
manufacturers who unloaded into their respective
grain wagons. Many also recognized something
exciting that Gleaner unveiled for the very first time,
our new 2016 model year 3300 Command™ Series
corn head. We had an 8-row chopping version on the
lot and a 12-row version in the field. If you did not

make the Farm Progress Show in Decatur, Illinois, we
hope you get the opportunity to attend one of the
other fall farm shows, where we will be featuring the
new 3300 Command Series corn heads as well.

Husker Harvest Days

Grand Island, Nebraska

September 15-17

Big Iron Show

West Fargo, North Dakota

September 15-17

Outdoor Farm Show
Woodstock, Ontario

Ohio Farm Science Review
London, Ohio

September 15-17
September 22-24

I look forward to seeing you there.
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New 3300 Series Command Corn Head a
Big Hit at Farm Progress Show
Gleaner is challenging farmers to take command
of their harvest with our all-new 3300 Command™
Series corn heads. The 3300 Command Series allows
farmers to get the most from their Gleaner combines
while delivering more capacity, harvesting more acres
in a day and doing it at faster harvesting rates.
Farmers are increasing the amount of acres harvested
as they continue to rent and purchase more land. On
top of more land, corn yields are increasing across
most areas of the US corn belt. This has placed a
greater burden on farmers to be able to harvest
more acres in a day. This new corn head is
completely redesigned to deliver more
capacity and faster harvesting rates
with reduced header loss relative to
both cobs and overall corn loss
at the header itself.
With the 3300 Command
Series,
operators
can
look forward to corn heads
that can chop both stalk and
residue, for a faster breakdown in the
field. A faster breakdown means easier fall and
spring tillage. The 3300 Command Series utilizes the
new roto-molded snouts, allowing crops a smoother
feeding transition without butt shelling. The rotomolded snouts are smooth with no sharp edges,
resulting in less trash into the feeder, increased
capacity, and less ear loss in the field. A largerdiameter, 20” high-capacity auger and 30 “ flighting
provides better feeding and transition of material
into the feeder house, for more capacity and better
crop control.
The 3300 Command Series comes equipped with a
new innovative fore/aft adjustment on a corn head tilt
feature with a single-acting cylinder and accumulator
system that works well with the combine accumulator,
allowing the header to float while providing cushion
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for the header and combine and to also help you in
down corn. The 3300 Command Series corn headers
accommodate for various tire sizes as well.
The new 3300 Command Series corn heads will come
standard with the corn header hood to prevent cobs
from going over the top of the header
opening. The 3300 Command Series
corn heads are available

in both 8
row and 12 row, as
well as non-chopping
o r
chopping versions. Another nice
feature is the ability to disengage the chopping
system with a simple lever. Great options such as
HeadSight™ Header height control sensors, Reichhardt
row guidance ready, and stalk crushers are available
as well. Make sure to see one of these corn heads at
one of the fall farm shows or during a demonstration
this fall. You can order one for the 2016 harvest with
the pre-sell program coming out on October 1st. See
your Gleaner dealer for more details and request a
copy of the new Command Series literature.

A

Large 20”auger reaches over
gatherer and row unit for top
performance in down corn.

E

Shape and geometry of snout and
gatherer give a gentle transition
when standing up down corn.
B

C

Fore-aft header tilt feature with
single acting cylinder and accumulator
system that works with combine
accumulator allowing header to
float reducing damage with uneven
ground and also allows header to
react to down corn conditions.

H

F

Recessed plastic with reflective
tape improves visibility.
I

Increase pitch of auger flighting
allows slower turning of the auger
with faster movement of crop.

Available in chopping or non-chopping
models. Chopping feature can be
disengaged on chopping models.

Cove shape of snout gets under
ears without knocking them loose.
Back swept design of the rear
of the snout prevents the
ramp launching of cobs.

New low density polyethylene
snouts reduce shock. Smart
design reduces header loss.
G

New plastic formulation absorbs
shock rather than bouncing
ears and butt shelling.
The gutter design channels
deflect kernels towards the
combine rather than away.

Larger diameter, higher capacity
auger for better feeding and
transition of material into the feeder
house for better crop control.

Stalk rolls have point-to-point
contact for better feeding.
Precise synchronization of
header functions allow greater
performance at higher speeds.

D

Design and length of lugs on
gathering chains strip less leaves.
Reduced amount of trash that is
pulled into the machine versus the
older corn head which means less
that the combine has to process.

Minimized gaps in between
junction of gatherer and row unit
give less opportunity for loss.

Standard corn header hood
prevents cobs from going over
the top of the header opening.

J

The canted shape of deck plate
openings reduces impact/
shelling from cob impact.

Reduced ratio of gathering chain
speed versus stalk roll speed
makes for more gentle feeding.

G

A

F

B
H

E

J

D

I

C
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Gleaner Dealers
Holding Fall Customer
Clinics
Gleaner kicked off the Owner Clinics in many areas
to prepare customers for the fall harvest. Meetings
in Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Ohio, Kansas and Nebraska
were scheduled across the corn belt. These clinics help
keep customers on top of the updates and changes
that have been made to their combines. To help you
with settings on your machine for various crops, you
can also download the 2015 Quick Reference Manual
from the Gleaner website at gleanercombines.com.

Welcome New North American Gleaner
Dealers
Gleaner is proud to be adding additional dealer support in many key areas across North America that will
strengthen our ability to take care of new and existing Gleaner customers.
I would like to welcome the following dealers who have come on board recently:

Wagner Cat

Burlington, Colorado
Yuma, Colorado

Lang Diesel

Hutchinson, Kansas
Dodge City, Kansas
Garden City, Kansas

Roeder Brothers

Maquoketa, Iowa

C & R Implement Co.

Williamston, North Carolina

Binkley & Hurst

Kennedyville, Maryland
We hope you will take the opportunity to visit one of
the new Gleaner combine locations.

The 2016 Pre-sell Program
In the last few weeks many of you should have received
the 2016 Pre-sell Program mailer for the Gleaner S8
Series combines. The 2016 Pre-sell program began
on July 1, 2015 and will end on September 30, 2015.
The program only runs for 90 days, and there will be a
limited number of 2016 machines that will be built, so
please reserve your machine early with your Gleaner
dealer to assure delivery. Now is your chance to get
legendary Gleaner performance with some of our
most popular options at no extra charge. Get your
order submitted for a 2016 S8 Series combine, and
you’ll get more speed with a free XR™ 2-speed hydro

Visit your Gleaner dealer to get the
latest S8 Series brochure.

12 months

on 2015 S8 Series
combines *

18 months

on 2014 and prior
S8 Series or S7
Series combines **

transmission, a free Premier™ heated and cooled
seat, and a Ag Leader® ready option that includes
all wiring harnesses, Ag Leader Yield sensor in the
elevator head and the elevator mount kit, moisture
sensor, speed module, terminal connection into the
cab and everything needed to incorporate either of
the two Ag Leader displays. The total value of these
free options is $6,851.00. Make your best deal with
your dealer, receive 0% free interest financing for
12 months and receive free options from Gleaner to
boot.

Visit your Gleaner dealer to get our guide
on owning a pre-owned Gleaner.

36 months

24 months

2012 MY and
newer preowned combines
and headers†

2005 MY - 2011 MY
pre-owned combines
and headers‡

There has never been a better time to purchase a new or preowned Gleaner S7 or S8 Series combine
(Between now and September 30,2015, represents a great time of the year to take advantage of Gleaner new and previously owned combine programs)

Visit your Gleaner dealer to find out about these other great programs:
1999 MY – 2004 MY pre-owned combines and headers – 0% Interest for 12 months, followed by AGCO Finance standard rate for 48 months
2009 & Newer Gleaner pre-owned combines – 0% for 18 months, followed by AGCO Finance standard rate for 54 months plus Gleaner SmartCooling™ Kit

(catalogue # 700957916G)

0% for 12 months, followed by AGCO Finance standard rate for 60 months plus one year;
Coverage(ESC)

300 hour AGCO Protection™ Extended Service

* 0% for 12 months followed by AGCO Finance Standard rate for 60 months (72 months maximum term). ** 0% for 18 months followed by AGCO Finance Standard rate
for 54 months (72 months maximum term). † 0% Interest for 36 months, followed by AGCO Finance standard rate for 36 months (72 month maximum term) ‡ 0% Interest
for 24 months, followed by AGCO Finance standard rate for 48 months (72 month maximum term)
On select models with approved credit from AGCO Finance, LLC. Down payment required. Attachments included in program offer, but sold separately. Contact your
participating dealer for more details. Offer expires September 30, 2015 and may be subject to change without notice.
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420 W. Lincoln Blvd., PO Box 969
Hesston, KS 67062

Puts its power
where its mouth is.

gleanercombines.com
We are happy to send you the Gleaner newsletter, but if you wish not to receive it, call us at

